
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WESTGATE CHAPEL (UNITARIAN) 

WAKEFIELD 
Telephone 01924-373307 

website: www.ukunitarians.org.uk/wakefield/ 

 

Westgate Chapel was opened in 1752. 

Its congregation was established in 1662 and became 

Unitarian in view in the eighteenth century. 

It has taken a leading part in the economic, social, 

educational, political - and spiritual - development 

of Wakefield and its vicinity. 

 

SUNDAY SERVICES: 10.30am on the first Sunday of each 

month and 3pm on all other Sundays  

 

CALENDAR FOR NOVEMBER 2009  
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Thought for  the month 
 

There is a growing immensity in the speculations of science to which no 

human being or thought at this day is comparable. Apart from the results 

which science brings us home and securely harvests, there is an expansive 

force and latitude in its tentative efforts, which lifts us out of ourselves 

and transfigures our mortality. 

     The Times 26 December 1859, in a review of Darwin‟s On the Origin 

of Species 

 

Services in November, all at 3pm  

 
  1 November                                     Stephen Lingwood*     

  8 November                                     The Reverend Margaret Kirk** 

15 November                                      Kate Taylor 

22 November                                      Myrna Michell  

29 November                                      The Reverend Tom McCready  

 

 *Chapel Anniversary 

 * * Remembrance Sunday 

  

Rota of Welcomers 
 

  1 November                                     Ralph Denby     

  8 November                                     Pat Howard                                                                                                                                                                                          

15 November                                     Nancy Denison 

22 November                                     John Goodchild 

29 November                                     Ralph Denby          
 

As always, if you are unable to act as welcomer on the day indicated, you 

are asked to arrange an exchange. 

 

 

The Chapel Anniversary, Sunday 1 November, 3pm 
 

Our anniversary service, on 1 November, will be conducted by Stephen 

Lingwood, minister at Bank Street Chapel, Bolton. Please be sure to 

attend! It will be followed by a faith tea – ie we have faith that you will all 
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bring something delicious to eat. Savouries, sandwiches, cakes, crudités, 

whatever. We hope for a very happy gathering. 

 

The Westgate Forum, Tuesday 3 November, at 10.30am in 

the Vestry 

 
Age and the law – have we got things right? At what age should people be 

able to retire with a pension? At what age should they be eligible for 

military service? At what age should young people be able to marry 

without parental consent?  These are the questions for our discussion on 3 

November. Do come. 

 

Remembrance Day, Sunday 8 November, 3pm 

 
The Reverend Margaret Kirk is to take our Remembrance Day service. 

You may care to bring a poppy to place at the front of the chapel when 

Margaret invites you to. 

 

Chapel Committee, Tuesday 10 November, 7pm 

 
The Chapel Committee meets in the Vestry at 7pm on 10 November. 

 

The Annual Meeting of the Congregation, Sunday 22 

November, 4.15pm 

 
The Annual Meeting is to be held after the service on 22 November. A 

nomination sheet for officers and members of the Committee will be 

placed at the rear of the Chapel on 1 November. We do need more, and 

further younger, members of the Committee. Do, please, come to the 

meeting but please, too, consider whether you could spare the time to take 

part in the work of the committee. Our long-service treasurer, Tony Scott, 

has indicated that he wishes to retire and we are relieved to know that Bill 

Humphreys has offered himself for the role. His name now goes forward 

for election on 22 November.  
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The 150 anniversary of the publication of On the Origin of 

Species by Means of Natural Selection, illustrated talk by Dr 

Simon Hardy, Tuesday 24 November at 7pm 

 

We shall mark the 150 anniversary of the publication of 

Darwin‟s immensely important book with a talk 'One Hundred and 

Fifty years of Darwin's Originality and Influence‟  in the vestry (or the 

chapel if any great number of people come) on the actual 

anniversary of the publication. Dr Hardy is a member of the 

York congregation.  

 

Collection of non-perishable foodstuffs for Barnardo’s. 

 
This year we are again collecting items to take to  Barnardo‟s in 

Cheapside for distribution at Christmas to young people trying to cope 

alone after they have left care.  Our Harvest Festival brought in a good 

clutch of items. More may be brought on any Sunday in November. Please 

check the sell-by date of anything you donate. It is suggested that you 

might think of tinned meats, tinned fish, tinned fruit, tinned soups, tinned 

beans, spaghetti, etc. Or tea or coffee. Perhaps some of you would care to 

give „treats‟ like pleasantly-scented soaps, or chocolates.  Kate will take all 

offerings to Barnardo‟s in early December.  

 

A positive and pleasant visit to Great Hucklow 
 

 

On the weekend commencing the 16 October Mel and I were fortunate 

enough to attend the Nightingale Centre (supported financially by the 

Chapel Committee) to take part in some training looking at the works of 

Engagement Groups.  A definition of what these groups are would be hard 

to give as they change according to the situations they are in, but 

essentially they are about supporting churches and people.  Examples 

given were book- reading groups, walking groups, craft groups as well as 

groups with a deeper spiritual dimension.  The weekend was split into a 

number of sessions, looking at the benefits of the groups, and the 

problems that can arise.  The workshops were of a very high quality, 

though perhaps we were trying to fit a quart into a small mug.  To balance 

this we were meeting up with very enthusiastic people who are very 

committed to Unitarianism, and who were more than willing to share their 
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experience and ideas with others, so the learning ( and the teaching) never 

stopped for meals, or a visit to the pub.   

  

Our original thought, when attending the training, was to look at 

supporting people with Unitarian ideals in the Wakefield district, but who 

don't want (yet) to attend a church.  The engagement group would be a 

way of sharing Unitarian aims with them and in the long run, support the 

church.  Of course, the idea of Engagement groups is important within the 

church, and we could perhaps look at how the lighting of a candle, and 

having a brief prayer or reading at the beginning of a meeting transforms 

the space, and therefore the people in that space. 

  

So, aside from the issues of the Engagement group, the weekend was a 

very positive one, as it's a chance to meet people who are committed to the 

Unitarian movement, and it's good to have that to the fore, rather than 

issues of building, bills, membership and decorations.  I hope that if we 

can get the relationships between people on the very best footing then the 

rest might fall into place. 

                  Stephen Carlile 

 

Funding for the organ restoration 
 

In the October Calendar we noted that we would need to provide a return 

of 11% of the Landfill Tax award for the restoration of the organ and that 

this must come from third parties. We are pleased to report that the 

relevant sum, £1,100, has been provided by Wakefield MDC (£500 from 

the Community Chest budget) and the Yorkshire Unitarian Union (£600). 

We have had some contact with the Pilgrim Trust since our application to 

it for the outstanding sum and have sent some 40 photographs, all taken 

by our organ adviser, Paul Hale, of the interior and exterior of the organ.  

 

Who should pay for what?  The October Forum 

 
Our discussion in October focused on where responsibility for providing  

finance should lie – with the state, with charities, or with the individual.  

We talked first about paying for residential care for the elderly (granted 

that we were all determined to remain in our own homes for as long as 

possible and that none of us would make good „clients‟). We could see no 

reason why, if the individual could pay – even if it meant selling their own 

home  and depriving their family of the inheritance – he or she should not 

do so. It seemed unfair that others should pay, out of their taxes, for the 
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care of someone who had pretty good assets already. But we were equally 

clear that the state had a responsibility to ensure that those in financial 

need still had quality care when necessary. We noted that where the local 

authority‟s Social Services department provides carers to visit people in 

their own homes, individuals contributed to the cost of the service on a 

means-tested basis; they might well, however, receive an attendance 

allowance as an augmentation of their state pension.  

Hospices, it was suggested, were different. They operate as charities and 

not under the National Health Service. We thought they were an excellent 

idea and we felt that it was morally bracing for the man-in-the-street to 

contribute to their cost. Someone referred to the „feel-good‟ effect of 

giving to charities.  

We were told that the Freemasons are some of most generous donors to 

medical charities and that charitable giving is a requirement of all Masons.  

We concentrated for a while on the issue of giving. We have a welcome 

freedom to choose which charities to support; „It makes you think,‟ one 

contributor claimed. But some of us were a little sick of the unsolicited 

gifts charities send to potential donors – umbrellas, gardening gloves 

galore, rosaries, photographs of Mother Teresa, little blankets.. 

We thought, however, that many schemes which depend on funding from 

charities should really be financed by the state, or by an international 

collaboration of nations – water supplies for drought-ridden countries, for 

example.  

Here medical research, into the care and treatment of cancer, Alzheimer‟s 

disease, and many other conditions is dependent on finance raised by 

charities. It would be preferable, we suggested, for the work to be funded 

by the state from increased taxation. But then we wondered how far the 

support for research would be prone to political influence. We noted that 

the care for people who suffered from AIDS and the research into 

treatment for the condition had been pioneered by charities such as the 

Terence Higgins Trust at a time when people were either hostile to the 

victims or apathetic about their care. Here was an example where a charity 

was clearly necessary and where funding from taxation might have 

alienated voters.  Charities were also effective as pressure groups: 

reference was made to the current campaign by Epilepsy Action seeking to 

ensure the continuing provision of the best (rather than less effective) 

drugs via the NHS.  

The question was raised in regard to the British Legion as to whether it 

was right for a charity to raise funds solely for an exclusive group – people 

from the armed services, merchant seamen, and their families. But the 

point was made that those who might benefit from the Legion‟s funds had 

themselves contributed to the good of all.  
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Charities, we tended to think, should be of general public benefit. In fact, 

to be accepted  by the Charity Commission and registered as a Charity, 

groups have to spell out the manner in which the wider society will gain 

from their existence.  We tended to be opposed to Independent Schools 

having charitable status although they had evolved, in some cases, from 

establishments which had once had a genuine charitable function. Now 

that the state provided education for all we saw little reason for the 

privileged pupils to be in any way subsidised by charity.  

We noted that cultural and economic change had led to some current 

charities becoming redundant: we had almshouse trusts in mind 

particularly; some of these bodies now find it difficult to attract 

inhabitants for their almshouses since people can do better in local 

authority accommodation.  We thought of the Gaskell Trust (Westgate 

Chapel provides four of the trustees) where the original purpose – 

providing a school for the poor – has long gone and the money which is 

given in grants each year may be a nice little treat for the lucky recipients 

but is little more than that.  

Whilst we thought that some charities could well be closed down, or lose 

their charitable status, we noted that learned societies (like the Yorkshire 

Archaeological Society) or amenity bodies (like Civic Societies) were of 

real and continuing benefit to the public in general.  

State funding, we remarked, is open to abuse – benefit cheats, for 

example, or the exploitation of the health services by people who have the 

most minor of ailments or injuries. However we thought that the abuses of 

state provision were simply something that had to be „taken on board‟ 

since essentially the importance of the state provision far outweighs the 

negative aspects.  

What were the most important charities,  we wondered. Oxfam was 

suggested as was Voluntary Service Overseas. Those supporting cancer 

research are –until this is fully funded by the state – vital. And then we 

remembered lifeboats. The Royal National Lifeboat Institution is a hugely 

important body which is entirely dependent on charitable fund-raising and 

the work of volunteers and which saves many thousands of lives (in fact 

137,000 since its foundation in 1824).  

 

Our conclusion was that all three sources of funding are necessary, the 

state, the individual, and the charity, but we added that working through 

charities enables individuals to achieve rather more than they could alone.  
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Our Harvest Festival on 4 October  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Our festival was conducted by members of the Pagan Fellowship. 

Photograph  taken by Chris Pilkington: 

 

 

Yorkshire Unitarian Lay Preachers’ Association 

 
At the Lay Preachers‟ meeting on 10 October we agreed to create a new 

leaflet detailing all those who are happy for their names to go forward as 

willing to take services at other Unitarian chapels besides their own. If you 

have not already completed a form and wish to do so, please have a word 

with Kate Taylor. 
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David Arthur becomes the President of the YUU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Photo by Kate Taylor 

 

At the annual meeting of the Yorkshire Unitarian Union, held at Westgate 

Chapel on 10 October, the retiring president, Jim Timiney (on the left) 

placed the chain of office round the neck of his successor, David Arthur. 

David will serve for two years. But who will follow him? There was no 

nomination for the position of vice-president.  

 

 

Saturday 5 December, St Saviourgate Chapel, York, 2pm 

Induction Service for Myrna Michell 
 

York‟s Lay Pastor is to be inducted on 5 December. The Chapel 

Committee is inviting all members of the Yorkshire Unitarian Union to 

attend. Margaret Hill, the Chapel Secretary, needs to know the numbers 

attending by 28 November for catering purposes. Please either let Kate 

Taylor know if you intend to go, or contact Margaret directly by e-mail: 

mhill.york@gmail.com  Or telephone 01904 69342 

 

mailto:mhill.york@gmail.com
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Jan’s paintings now on the internet 
 

 

Well I've finally got some artwork up onto the web! 

  

Look up www.artists.ltd.uk and go to the 'artists search' on the left hand 

side of the opening page. Search alphabetically by 'M', and you'll find me 

there; jan millington. 

  

So far there's 8 of my pictures from 2008, the 13moons project. 

I haven't got any more recent than that yet. I've gotta make sure the photos 

are the right pixel size to go up onto the website. 

  

The images are quite small; some of the big canvases are shown as much 

smaller than wee canvases, and medium canvases! frustrating. 

                              Jan Millington 

 

News from the past 

 
Our President, and archivist extraordinary, John Goodchild, has provided 

us with this item from the Christian Register of 1850. The „recently 

opened rooms‟ referred to were those of the Orangery which had just been 

conveyed to the trustees.  

 

Wakefield School and Congregational Anniversary 

The annual sermons on behalf of the Sunday-schools of the Westgate 

Chapel, Wakefield, were preached by the Rev James Martineau, of 

Liverpool, on Sunday, November 17
th
, and very handsome collections 

were made. 

  On Monday, Nov 18
th
, was held the usual congregational meeting in the 

new rooms recently opened for the purposes both of Day and Sunday 

schools. Members of the congregation and others, about 200 in number, 

including the West-Riding ministers and friends from Leeds, took tea 

together at half-past five; and immediately afterwards, Henry Briggs, Esq, 

of Overton, being voted to the chair, and the usual loyal sentiments having 

been given, Mr Martineau, in acknowledgment of thanks for his services 

on the Sunday, adverted to the disputed question of National Education, 

and the plan of the late Lancashire, now National, Public School 

Association, expressing himself as personally favourable to the secular 

plan, but wholly adverse to the scheme for forcing it upon the unwilling 

http://www.artists.ltd.uk/
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acceptance of those whose voluntary zeal in their own denominations has 

been the means of extending education thus far.  

    The Reverend P Cannon and Mr See (the master of the Day school) 

then spoke on the state and prospects of the Sunday and Day schools 

respectively; and to the Rev W Turner‟s proposal, the Rev J Kenrick 

responded on behalf of the Manchester New College, pointing the 

attention of the meeting to its fruits around them in the majority of the 

ministers assembled on the occasion. 

    The Rev C Wicksteed next enlarged on the claims which the population 

of the West Riding addressed to the Unitarian denomination on behalf of a 

Village Mission, and on sitting down, proposed the Minister and 

Congregation of Westgate Chapel, Wakefield; to which Mr H Clarkson, as 

a trustee, and Rev E Higginson, as minister, replied, the latter explaining 

the various congregational uses to which the new premises might shortly 

be applied.  

    Rev J H Ryland spoke on the Memory of the Fathers of English 

Protestant Dissent, and, after pressing the application of its principles at 

the present moment, still further urged the claims of the neighbourhood on 

the descendants of Presbyterian forefathers. Rev Thomas Johnstone, “a 

living link between the Present and the Past” next followed; and the Rev J 

Owen closed the addresses with the sentiment, The Union of all good Men 

for all good Purposes. 

    Thanks to the chair having been proposed by Rev J K Montgomery, of 

Huddersfield, the evening concluded with a hymn. 

    The meeting was exceedingly well attended; and the beauty and 

excellence of the rooms, their situation, and the munificence of the 

founder, D Gaskell, Esq.,  and the taste and care bestowed on their 

completion and preparation for the occasion, were themes of universal 

admiration.  

    The next day they were the scene of the children‟s entertainment, when 

they crowded into both schools, together with some of Mr Gaskell‟s 

school at Horbury. After tea, amidst screams of delight, they witnessed the 

exhibitions of a magic lantern, kindly exhibited to them by Mr Wm 

Johnstone, and with variety of singing, and cheering for Mr Gaskell and 

their other benefactors, an evening was spent of equal gratification and 

encouragement to young and old.  

    This gathering was made the occasion of still further deliberation on the 

part of the ministers on the effort now making among the West Riding 

congregations for the establishment of a ministry for the villages, and from 

the liberal encouragement afforded, and still further expected, it was 

resolved to take measures for its realization without delay.  
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The Harvest display of wild berries and leaves and nuts 

 

Cynthia provided some most attractive decorations for our 

harvest festival using materials found growing wild.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

************** 

 

The Unitarian path is a liberal religious movement rooted in the Jewish 

and Christian traditions but open to insights from world faiths, reason 

and science, and with a spectrum extending from liberal Christianity 

through to religious humanism. (Prologue to The Unitarian Path by 

Andrew Hill.) 

 

Chairman             John Goodchild, 12 Shakespeare Avenue,  

                             Normanton, WF6 1EA 

Hon Secretary       Kate Taylor, 19 Pinder‟s Grove,  

Calendar               Wakefield. WF1 4AH Tel 01924-372748 

and Pulpit Supply 

Hon Treasurer      Mr J Anthony Scott, 51 Highfield Road, Pontefract, 

                                 WF8 4LL   
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Forum topics: What is the purpose of prison and what alternatives are 

there? 

Could there be a successful alternative political party and what would we 

want of it? 

 

What are the alternatives to ministers of religion? 

 

Can we learn from New Age philosophies? 

 

What do Unitarians do that the world really needs? 

 

 

What sort of collective spiritual practice would create a balance with the 

outreach work of Unitarians in social action?  
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***** 

 

The Unitarian path is a liberal religious movement rooted in the Jewish 

and Christian traditions but open to insights from world faiths, reason 

and science, and with a spectrum extending from liberal Christianity 

through to religious humanism. (Prologue to Unitarian Path by 

Andrew Hill.) 

 

Chairman           Mrs Christine Hudson, 20 Queen‟s Crescent, Ossett. 

Hon Secretary    Miss Kate Taylor, 19 Pinder‟s Grove, Wakefield 

Pulpit Supply and     WF1 4AH (Tel 01924-372748)  

Calendar 

Hon Treasurer   Mr J Anthony Scott, 51 Highfield Road, Pontefract, 

                                 WF8 4LL   
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Forum topic – Are supermarkets a good thing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Holistic Creed of Doubt 

 

· We celebrate the fact that we may be wrong 

· We warmly welcome opposing views 

· The more different from us you are, the better we like you 

· We trust that the universe is just fine with all this diversity 

and change 

· These are our beliefs and core values - value them or not 

· We are interested in you, whatever you feel or think about us 

 

'Soulution' by William Bloom, 2004 

 

 

 

The music of comfort resound in the souls of all beings, 

Preserving them in peace, 

As the sun and the moon renew themselves this night. 

 

 

 

Diplomacy 

Diplomacy is the art of saying the nastiest thing in the nicest possible way. 

It is the art of saying nice thing too, when there‟s nothing much to say. 

It is also the art of making someone who has done a favour for you. 

Wish that he might have done you another one, or even maybe two. 

The diplomat is a person, who go to hell he may say. 
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And you actually look forward to the trip as you set off on the way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

*** 

The Unitarian path is a liberal religious movement rooted in the Jewish 

and Christian traditions but open to insights from world faiths, reason 

and science, and with a spectrum extending from liberal Christianity 

through to religious humanism. (Prologue toUnitarian Path by Andrew 

Hill.) 

 


